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About This Game
Destroy the evil at the heart of a haunted manor! As an orphan, you discovered your ability to commune with the spirit world
and ghosts. When your uncle Kent mysteriously disappears, you'll embark on a journey to find out what really happened. With
your trusty companion Devanand at your side, you make your way to Darnecroy Manor, where Kent was last seen. It is...The
House.
Heart of the House is 360,000-word interactive Gothic novel by Nissa Campbell. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or
sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.
Within the manor, you'll encounter the master, Lord Bastian Reaves; his mysterious servants, Oriana and Loren; and the
thousands of spirits teeming around and in this haunted mansion. But will you shatter the power that binds the ghosts to the
House, or claim it for yourself? Can love bloom in a haunted house? Most importantly, how will you escape when the House
comes for you?

Play as male, female, or non-binary; gay, straight, bi, ace, or poly
Explore the halls of the House, even as they seem to shift before your eyes
Encounter ghosts, spirits, and echoes, as you search for your lost Uncle Kent
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Fight against an ancient evil or embrace its demonic gifts
Indulge in steamy, chaste, sweet, or provocative romances, or go it alone
Exploit the secrets you find for self-serving ends or use them to help your friends
Defeat your greatest fears in bone-chilling moments of terror...if you can
Choose whom you can save, if anyone, from the horrors the House contains
For some, there may be no escape from The Heart of the House.
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Title: Heart of the House
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
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Choice of Games
Publisher:
Choice of Games
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017
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It's a good game for spending time and also doadnt cost that much. I would say 8.5/10. Good as a 4x game, and enjoyable if
you're the type to waste many hours playing alone in singleplayer.
Multiplayer was a horrendous experience. Tried to play with a friend, couldn't get past the 5th turn in any session before 1 of us
desyncs and disconnects. oh welp. I didn't realize this was a turn based game which off the top makes me hate it. Some of the
graphics are amazing but most of the graphics are headache inducing. The game play is terrible and boring. I have no idea who
thought something like this would be fun for people. I should have known better than to buy something from SEGA. that haven't
made anything worth playing since 1994. Don't waste your money on this game go and buy stellaris instead.. I love this game!
evenn though i'm finding one of the pars in chapter 3 quite hard to outrun XP
Either way- the music and graphics are beatiful and the charachters all have such depth to them which is great!
Can't wait to see more games by these developers in the future ^^. It's a shame that all you get from start\u0131ng up the game
is a staring contest into a white box on the screen. Literally nothing works albeit a ton of startup crash reports on the community
pages. Unless the developers get to deal with these issues, I recommend everyone to take this game off of their lists.. I bought
this a while back during a https://groupees.com/software2 bundle and at the time it was a few dollars loss. Zoom Player would
only play a few formats making VLC far superior. I decided to see if the program has aged and matured and it has, by ALOT!
Now it has played all formats I have tried throwing at it. It also has a nice feature for my anime where it highlights the intro and
outro in the progress bar so you can quickly navigate past them if you wish. Needless to say since I have the program and it has
matured enough for me to toss VLC to the side for now. Although for the price of $30 I could not recommend this program,
maybe for $10 or a max of $15 other than that I say just grab VLC.. its got potential.. but its was so empty. and Exploration was
joke :D
i maybe try it later when more stuff will be added..
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wonderful! so beautiful, i'm jealous now ^^. GET THIS GAME WHILE ITS ON SALE
this is the best 60 cents I have ever spent
. IT. IS. AWESOME!
I like it a lot but I'm not finished yet with it. I like the graphics, the sound and the story of the game.
It is indeed difficult but I like it. :)
A good 10\/10 from me!. Really good zombie shooter with an interesting twist.
The drinking is very well implemented. I never felt sick or uncomfortable while being (virtually) drunk.
The first level is by far my favourite. To me it has the best weapons and ambience. Also zombies are coming from a 90\u00b0
radius which is nice. I don't like being attacked from all sides at once, mostly because of the Vive's cable and limited field of
view.
The gunplay feels great, especially with the pistol and shotgun, while the SMGs are feeling very weak (except headshots). Also
the revolver could have more power. Reloading is very fast by simply lifting the weapon over your shoulder.
+ Drinking works surprisingly well
+ No motion sickness
+ Weapon handling feels great
+ Nice bartender and creepy zombies
+ Nice graphics
+ Responsive developer
- SMG and revolver are feeling too weak
- Repetitive after a while (still fun though)
Played on HTC Vive.
P.S.: While starting up the game, be careful when turning around during the loading screen. There's a very nasty surprise ;). Buy
this if you like:
1) Fast paced multiplayer
2) If you like owning people
3) If you like wrecking people
4) If you like destroying people
5) If you can dodge
6) If you like annilating almost everyone on the every game screen ever.
7). .... you get the point. BUY THE GAME! God... Stop reading this review and buy it, it's awesome. Go go go. Support this
guy, he is awesome. Go...come...I DONT SEE YOU BUYING IT YET. CLICK IT NOW.... go... now...yes... yes you do it...|
okay bye. Childhood is worth all money :'). Such a bad game, it is boring, even on the lowest settings lags, the game cant handle
itself. Such a waste
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